SNAP-tag to monitor trafficking of membrane proteins in polarized epithelial cells.
In order to understand the mechanisms through which apical and basolateral membrane proteins achieve their subcellular distributions in polarized epithelial cells, it is critical to develop techniques that permit the selective observation of newly synthesized populations of these proteins. The SNAP tag system permits the detection and visualization of distinct spatially and temporally defined cohorts of tagged proteins. Thus, this technique is especially well suited to studying the trafficking routes pursued by newly synthesized proteins. The SNAP tag can be applied in the setting of fixed or live cell fluorescence microscopic analysis and can also be used in the context of various biochemical approaches. Here, we describe the use of the SNAP tag in association with confocal microscopy and SDS-PAGE to follow the biosynthetic pool of a membrane protein as it exits from the trans-Golgi network and makes its way to the plasma membrane.